Introduction
============

In patients with liver metastases from colorectal cancer hepatic resection has proven survival benefits and is curative in a small proportion of cases. Patients whose metastases are small, few in number and metachronous have the best prognosis, but there is now good evidence that patients with more extensive disease can benefit from resection . The number, size and distribution of lesions are no longer limiting factors, provided all lesions are removed with adequate tumour-free margins and there is sufficient normal liver to maintain liver function postoperatively. Survival benefits are also well established in patients with neuroendocrine metastases and in a minority of patients with localised metastases from other primary sites which have a more indolent course . Treatment success, however, depends on the removal of all sites of intra-hepatic disease and the absence of disease outside the liver; incomplete resection does not prolong survival. Consequently, more patients are being referred for preoperative assessment and, since many have multiple small lesions, the role of imaging is increasingly challenging. Almost all metastases larger than 1 cm are demonstrated with current imaging techniques but the detection of smaller lesions is still relatively poor . Although the primary modalities for liver imaging are ultrasound and CT, recent studies have suggested that contrast-enhanced MRI is the most sensitive method for detecting small metastases and MRI is now considered the preoperative standard . Moreover, recent developments in MRI hardware and software and the availability of novel MRI contrast agents have improved small lesion detection .

This article considers the current status of MR imaging techniques in the detection and characterisation of liver metastases and discusses the technical requirements for optimum performance. The accuracy and relative capability of various MR techniques for detecting sub-cm lesions is emphasised.

Unenhanced sequences
====================

MR performance is primarily dependent on technique and the optimisation of pulse sequences. To date, liver MR has been most successful at a field strength of 1.5 T using high performance gradients, phased array multicoils and optimised imaging parameters . Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is influenced by field strength and surface coil configuration whilst imaging speed and spatial resolution are influenced by gradient performance. With stronger gradient systems fast breathhold sequences with T1 and T2 weighting have become routine and motion-induced artifacts are no longer a significant problem. We recommend using breathhold sequences wherever possible since they are the most effective means of eliminating motion artifact. Moreover, breathhold versions of traditionally used sequences have been shown to have superior image quality and to be at least as good as non-breathhold versions for lesion detection .

Unenhanced sequences are an important part of any MR examination. They are essentially used to characterise lesions and identify fatty change. Lesion signal intensity (SI) on unenhanced T1w and T2w images often provides an indication of the type of lesion and guides the selection of contrast media for a more definitive diagnosis. T2w images determine the fluid content of lesions and are invaluable for distinguishing solid and non-solid tumours. We currently use a single shot fast spin echo (FSE) sequence with half-fourier reconstruction (HASTE) because motion artifacts are consistently absent even during free breathing and small cysts and fluid collections are well defined. In-phase (IP) and opposed-phase (OP) T1w GRE imaging (chemical shift imaging) provides a definitive diagnosis of focal or diffuse fatty infiltration . This is particularly important when patients are being considered for hepatic resection since fatty change---frequently seen in patients following chemotherapy---may compromise hepatic function postoperatively. The fatty liver has a clearly reduced SI on OPT1w compared with IPT1w images, so whilst the detection and characterisation of liver lesions by ultrasound and CT is handicapped by fatty change, chemical shift MR imaging allows accurate differentiation of metastases and focal fatty change or focal sparing in a fatty liver.

In terms of lesion detection, low lesion-to-liver contrast on unenhanced sequences has resulted in rather poor detection rates for sub-cm metastases . Low-contrast lesions are particularly inconspicuous on breathhold T2w FSE sequences and are often better depicted on T1w images ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Low liver-to-lesion contrast on FSE is multifactorial. FSE is insensitive to susceptibility so liver signal is slightly higher than with conventional spin echo imaging; magnetisation transfer (MT) effects which cause solid lesions to lose SI are particularly marked on multi-slice FSE sequences and become more pronounced with increasing echo train length; and FSE is also subject to blurring of short T2 tissues because most of the high spatial frequencies are collected at the later echoes when there is relatively little remaining signal. Of the unenhanced sequences, breathhold STIR is probably the most sensitive for depicting metastases although image quality is variable. The additive effects of T1 and T2 provide strong image contrast which improves the conspicuousness of small lesions ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), but phase artifacts may be severe at longer TEs.

Dynamic gadolinium-enhanced imaging (DGEI)
==========================================

Rapid sequential imaging with extra-cellular space (ECS) gadolinium (Gd)-based contrast agents has been shown to be superior to unenhanced imaging and helical CT for detecting metastatic disease . Conventional 2D sequences have been widely used for DGEI but they are handicapped by relatively thick sections and inter-section gaps, which limits the diagnosis of sub-cm lesions. The recent introduction of fast 3D T1w GRE sequences has overcome many of these problems . Current 3D sequences result in a higher SNR and thinner effective slice thickness than 2D methods without inter-slice gap or cross-talk and comfortably allow thin section coverage of the whole liver in a single breathhold ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Such sequences are now available from most manufacturers (Siemens VIBE, Philips WAVE, GE FAME). Use of a short repetition time (≈4 ms), and echo time (≈1.6 ms) combined with interpolation algorithms, allows higher resolution matrices and a thinner effective slice thickness with minimal time penalties. The intermittent application of a chemically selective fat saturation (FS) pulse before each partition loop achieves homogeneous fat suppression. This is particularly important for DGEI because effective FS increases the dynamic range within the image and accentuates gadolinium enhancement. A flip angle (FA) of approximately 15^\^^ is chosen to minimise the saturation of stationary tissues for the simultaneous display of liver parenchyma and hepatic vessels . Flexible parameters allow scan times to be adjusted to accommodate the breathhold capacity of individual patients, and can also be manipulated to produce isotropic voxels for optimum 3D reconstruction. Isotropic voxels are achieved at the expense of anatomic coverage but this is largely overcome by parallel imaging techniques. In most cases a parallel imaging factor of two enables isotropic imaging of the whole liver in approximately 20 s.

Imaging with Gd should include baseline pre-contrast images and sequential acquisitions at arterial, portal and equilibrium phases. The arterial phase is the most crucial acquisition and the timing should be optimised by test bolusing wherever possible . Best results are obtained when the contrast is administered by a power injector at a rate of 2--4 ml per second followed by a saline flush. Hypervascular metastases are most conspicuous at the arterial phase when there is only minimal enhancement of background liver and many are only visible at this time. Most hypovascular lesions are best demonstrated at the portal phase when liver enhancement is maximum but these lesions usually exhibit a transient rim of enhancement which is highly specific for metastases and often only visible at the earlier arterial phase ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). An optimised arterial phase is also important for identifying sub-cm metastases and distinguishing them from benign lesions. Compared with simple cysts which exhibit non-progressive enhancement and haemangiomas which show discontinuous and persistent enhancement, metastases have a progressive enhancement pattern and become either less conspicuous over time or more conspicuous as a result of delayed central enhancement due to non-specific accumulation of contrast within the lesion's extra-cellular space. Most small metastases become less distinct and apparently smaller on subsequent acquisitions. By the equilibrium phase contrast between normal and abnormal tissue is generally poor and many lesions are no longer visible.

Delayed Gd-enhanced imaging with FS is the technique of choice for demonstrating small metastases on the liver surface. Fat suppression not only accentuates gadolinium enhancement but also suppresses the competing high signal of intra-abdominal fat adjacent to the liver surface. Surface deposits are usually best seen on delayed images acquired 5--10 min after injection when they become hyperintense due to slow accumulation of contrast within the tumour ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

In patients with metastatic disease, however, the main role of DGEI is probably to differentiate benign and malignant lesions. DGEI is the most reliable method for characterising lesions and is recommended in all surgical candidates with equivocal lesions in a location which is likely to influence the surgical approach. The perfusion and extraction characteristics of tissues at the different phases of enhancement allow the differentiation of cysts, haemangiomas, FNH and metastases and a specific diagnosis is possible in most patients .

Tissue-specific contrast agents
===============================

Liver-specific contrast agents were developed to increase and prolong lesion-liver contrast beyond that of the ECS agents. A minority of lesions have perfusion characteristics similar to normal liver and are occult on DGEI. Also many small lesions are no longer visible by the equilibrium phase when contrast is evenly distributed between intravascular and extra-cellular spaces. All liver-specific agents produce high tissue contrast and have been shown significantly to improve the detection of metastases compared with unenhanced MR, with enhanced MR using ECS agents with 2D GRE sequences and with contrast-enhanced CT . Agents which target the hepatocytes and produce positive enhancement on T1w images (gadobenate, gadoxetic acid, mangafodipir) and superparamagnetic iron oxide (SPIO) agents (ferumoxides, ferucarbotran), which target the Kupffer cells and cause a marked signal loss on T2w GRE images, are currently available. In terms of lesion detection, metastases are more conspicuous after contrast enhancement because malignant lesions lack functioning hepatocytes or Kupffer cells; whilst lesion signal intensity is unchanged the surrounding liver becomes either hyperintense (T1 agents) or hypointense (SPIO). Gadobenate (Gd-BOPTA, Multihance, Bracco) and gadoxetic acid (Gd-EOB-DPTA, Primovist, Schering) have a biphasic enhancement profile. Both behave like ECS Gd in the first few minutes after injection and exhibit hepatocyte selectivity on delayed phase images . Both phases are recommended to maximise sensitivity but the detection of small metastases is better on delayed images than on the early vascular phases ([Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Maximum contrast between normal and abnormal tissue occurs 40--120 min and 10--40 min after injection of gadobenate and gadoxetic acid respectively. Compared with unenhanced images mangafodipir trisodium (Mn-DPDP, Teslascan, Nycomed Amersham) also improves lesion detection . Lesion-to-tumour contrast is maximal between 15 min and 2 h after injection but some metastases may be most conspicuous on 24 h images due to delayed washout around their periphery ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). T1w GRE imaging is recommended for all three hepatocyte agents. At the time of writing no comparative studies have evaluated the accuracy of these agents using high-resolution 3D T1w GRE imaging but it is likely that the better spatial resolution provided by this sequence will improve the detection of sub-cm lesions compared with 2D sequences.

MRI enhanced with SPIO is probably the most sensitive method for detecting hepatic metastases . In the few studies which have compared the different liver specific agents against each other, SPIO-enhanced MRI has demonstrated varying degrees of superiority, particularly for small lesions . Two SPIO agents are available for liver MR, ferumoxides (AMI-25, Endorem, Guerbet) and ferucarbotran (SHU 555A, Resovist, Schering). Both agents have a particle size of 30--200 nm which results in approximately 80% of the injected dose being taken up by the normal liver. When the particles are clustered within the Kupffer cells they induce local field inhomogeneities which lead to rapid spin dephasing and a reduction in signal on both T1w and T2w images although the effect is most pronounced on T2w due to a high R2 /R1 ratio. While metastases retain their high SI on T2w images the signal of the background liver is dramatically reduced, so tumour-to-liver contrast is markedly increased. Signal loss after SPIO increases with field strength and depends on the type of sequence used. The effect of SPIO is more pronounced on GRE than FSE sequences due to the greater sensitivity of GRE to susceptibility effects. Conversely SPIO enhancement is less with FSE sequences because multiple closely spaced refocusing pulses diminish the local field inhomogeneities induced by the SPIO particles. MT effects which reduce the SI of solid lesions are also a feature of FSE but not GRE sequences. Although the effect of SPIO is maximised with GRE imaging, best results are obtained when parameters are optimised to minimise noise and maximise the signal from solid lesions. In a recent multi-observer study optimised T2w breathhold SPIO-enhanced FSE and GRE sequences were compared with unenhanced images, for the detection of surgically confirmed metastases . Whilst the best GRE sequence achieved accuracies of 93% for all lesions and 82% for sub-cm lesions, enhanced FSE was no better than unenhanced images and achieved accuracies of 82% and 64% for all lesions and sub-cm lesions respectively. On the basis of these results the authors now use only this optimised GRE sequence with SPIO. However, in an attempt to improve the detection of sub-cm and surface lesions the sequence has been further refined by reducing the slice thickness from 10 to 6 mm and applying fat suppression ([Fig. 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). The details of this sequence are as follows: TR 148 ms, TE14 ms, FA 30^\^^, BW 65--80 Hz /pixel, 65% phase resolution combined with a 68%--75% rectangular 280--400 mm field of view to achieve a 132×256 matrix and flow compensation. The low bandwidth is used to minimise noise and increase SNR whilst flow compensation gradients minimise flow artifact. The flip angle is based on the Ernst angle (the FA at which maximum signal for any tissue occurs) for hepatic metastases at 1.5 T and a T1 of 1000 ms. More recently, this SPIO-enhanced sequence was compared with high-resolution 3D FS T1w DGEI and thin-slice contrast-enhanced helical CT for detecting hepatic metastases using histopathology and surgery with IOUS as the reference standard . Overall the two MR techniques showed similar accuracies and both were significantly more accurate than CT, but the detection of lesions 1 cm or smaller was substantially improved with SPIO.

The choice of SPIO agent is also important. Ferucarbotran is given by bolus injection and provides the opportunity to obtain dynamic T1w images in the first few minutes after injection . At this time, because the iron oxide particles are distributed within the intravascular space and less concentrated they produce T1w enhancement on T1w images. Liver-to-lesion contrast is maximum on delayed T2w images when the particles are clustered within the RE cells and more concentrated, but we have found this early T1 enhancement on 3D FS T1w GRE images to be particularly valuable for depicting small tumours. The T1 effect is usually considerably less than occurs with ECF Gd agents but this is often beneficial in the context of metastatic disease. Liver and vessels often have a similar SI which produces a virtual 'blank canvas' against which small metastases are extremely conspicuous and reliably distinguished from vessels ([Fig. 8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). In the author's experience the combination of thin-slice 3D T1w and T2w imaging after SPIO increases diagnostic confidence and is more accurate for small lesion detection than delayed T2w imaging alone, although there are currently no published data to support this view. We have also found that optimised FS T2w GRE imaging after SPIO is of value in depicting extra-hepatic and peritoneal tumour deposits which are well seen against the suppressed signal of fat and the reduced liver signal after SPIO ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

The most efficient method of FS involves the selective excitation of water protons using a binomial pulse sequence. Compared with the standard frequency selective method of FS this approach is less sensitive to magnetic field inhomogeneities and allows more slices to be obtained for a given acquisition time . We have found that, regardless of the position of the imaging slab, manual shimming close to the isocentre achieves homogeneous FS even at more peripheral levels where the main magnetic field is less homogeneous.

The true accuracy of imaging and future developments
====================================================

All liver metastases start out as microscopic seedlings which eventually grow to a size where they become visible on imaging. According to surveillance studies the mean age of synchronous metastases at the time of surgery for the primary tumour is approximately 2--3 years. Most lesions larger than a centimetre are depicted on all imaging techniques but the detection of sub-cm metastases is still disappointing. Using optimum technique, high contrast lesions of 2--3 mm can be detected but metastases (which have low contrast) in this size range are rarely visualised. Although there is no expectation that current imaging techniques will depict metastases of millimetre size, detection rates of 85%--90% are consistently reported for CT and MR. The literature on liver imaging is generally limited by inadequate methods for verifying findings and in most studies false negative lesions are not assessed. This inevitably means that reported sensitivities are overestimated and that the true incidence of disease is underestimated. Moreover, in more recent studies investigators have attempted to judge their results against more rigorous reference standards so there has been little if any improvement in apparent sensitivities despite continuing improvements in imaging techniques. It is also likely that these results continue to underestimate the problem of metastases in the millimetre size range and reported sensitivities remain falsely elevated. Even when histological examination of the resected liver is used as the 'gold standard' the verification of very small lesions is questionable since most specimens are sectioned at 1 cm intervals. Furthermore, recent follow-up studies have confirmed that a proportion of small metastases are undetected by preoperative imaging and surgery with IOUS. In two studies referred to previously approximately 15% of patients were found to have 'new' tumours on follow-up CT performed 4--6 months after hepatic resection. It is likely that these metastases were present at the time of surgery but missed by preoperative imaging and by surgical inspection with IOUS. A meticulous correlation with surgery and histology of the resected specimen sectioned at 3 mm intervals showed that 24% and 18% of lesions 1 cm or smaller were not detected by any imaging technique. Moreover for the detection of small lesions, the results of both studies compared favourably with those of earlier studies in which a specific analysis of sub-cm lesions was performed .

On 'state-of-the-art' systems 3D sequences can achieve full liver coverage with isotropic voxels of 1 mm in a breathhold. However, SNR decreases with decreasing voxel size so lesion contrast is degraded by noise. The higher SNR provided by 3.0 T technology (SNR at 3.0 T is twice that at 1.5 T) has the potential to improve contrast resolution but increased power deposition, decreased RF field uniformity and distortion artifacts due to increased susceptibility are problematic. Hepatocyte-specific agents used with 3D T1w sequences combine high tissue contrast with improved spatial resolution and may rival SPIO-enhanced T2w imaging for the detection of small metastases but they are unlikely to outperform SPIO when high-resolution T1w and T2w images are combined.

Data on the use of diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) for liver lesion detection are limited. Variable image quality caused by motion artifacts and reduced SNR have largely restricted applications to differentiating benign and malignant lesions (benign lesions have higher apparent diffusion coefficients than malignant lesions). Also, most diffusion weighted sequences are acquired with a slice thickness of 7--8 mm so the detection of small metastases is limited. However, recent work suggests that DWI using small b-values to produce black blood images improves the differentiation of small metastases and vessels on T2w images and is more sensitive than T2w FSE sequences for lesion detection .

Clearly, continuing improvements in imaging are allowing metastases to be identified at an earlier stage but a different approach is needed to improve the detection of metastases smaller than 2 mm. Hepatic perfusion indexing (HPI) using nuclear medicine and ultrasound techniques has had success in identifying metastases before they become evident on conventional imaging. Patients with liver metastases have increased arterial blood flow and a higher arterial /portal ratio (the HPI) than those with a normal liver. Several animal studies indicate that the increase in hepatic arterial fraction occurs shortly after metastatic seeding and reliably predicts the development of overt metastases . Early results in patients were promising but subsequent studies produced varied findings and showed substantial intra-observer variability so neither technique has found acceptance in routine practice. More recently MR has been used to measure HPI but the technique remains developmental and the best measurement method is still to be determined. Once the methodology is established rigorous multi-observer studies will be required to validate the technique and determine its impact on patient management.

Recommendations
===============

The author's experience has evolved in a centre which provides a supra-regional service for liver surgery. In patients who are candidates for hepatic resection our current practice is to perform unenhanced IP and OPT1w GRE and HASTE sequences followed by dynamic SPIO-enhanced 3D FS T1w GRE imaging and delayed T2w GRE sequences. If a lesion has benign characteristics on HASTE and a location which may influence the surgical approach we perform DGEI immediately after SPIO-enhanced imaging for more reliable characterisation. In non-surgical patients or patients with rising tumour markers unenhanced imaging followed by high-resolution DGEI is preferred.
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![Relative liver-to-lesion contrast on unenhanced breathhold (BH) imaging. BH T2w FSE (a) illustrating poor visibility of multiple metastases. The lesions are more conspicuous on the corresponding IPT1w images. (b) In a second patient also with multiple small metastases, two left lobe lesions (arrows) are highly conspicuous on BH STIR ((c) and (d)). Both lesions are visible on BH FSE ((e) and (f)) and IPT1w ((g) and (h)) but with reduced liver-to-lesion contrast compared with STIR. Two additional sub-cm lesions (arrows) are well seen on SPIO-enhanced 3D FS T1w (i) and T2w GRE images (j) but only one is seen on the corresponding STIR image (k).](ci06003301){#F1}

![Dynamic Gd-enhanced MR versus unenhanced MR for lesion detection---role of 3D FS T1w GRE imaging. In a patient with pancreatic cancer several metastases larger than 1 cm are well seen on BH T2 FSE (a) and IPT1w (b) images. Adjacent thin-slice (2.5 mm) portal phase post-Gd 3D FS T1w GRE images ((c) and (d)) obtained at the same level as ((a) and (b)) clearly show several additional previously undetected sub-cm metastases.](ci06003302){#F2}

![Value of arterial phase for characterising and delineating hypovascular metastases. Characteristic continuous rim enhancement is clearly seen on arterial phase post-Gd 3D FS T1w GRE images (a). The lesions are still conspicuous by the portal phase (b) but the enhancing rim is less apparent and the lesions appear smaller.](ci06003303){#F3}

![Role of Gd-enhanced delayed imaging with fat suppression for detecting small metastases on the liver surface. In a patient with colorectal cancer small surface deposits (arrows) are well seen on 3D FS T1w GRE images obtained approximately 10 min after Gd ((a) and (b)). The lesions are not visible on the earlier portal phase images ((c) and (d)). Surface lesions are also highly conspicuous on FS T2w GRE images following SPIO ((e) and (f)).](ci06003304){#F4}

![Multiple metastases---improved detection with Gd-EOB-DTPA at the hepatocyte phase of enhancement. Compared with non-contrast T1w images (a) liver-to-lesion contrast is improved on 20 min post-contrast T1w images (b). Additional surgically confirmed sub-cm lesions (arrows) were only visible on hepatocyte phase images ((c) and (d)). Adapted with permission from Robinson PJA, Ward J (2006) MRI of the Liver: A Practical Guide. Informa Healthcare, New York.](ci06003305){#F5}

![Improved detection of metastases with 24 h mangafodipir-enhanced imaging. Multiple metastases (arrows) are seen with high lesion-to-liver contrast on 20 min post-mangafodipir T1w 2D GRE images (a). However several additional lesions are only visible on the corresponding images obtained 24 h after contrast (b) when the background liver signal has returned to normal, due to retained contrast in the compressed liver tissue at the periphery of the lesions. (Images courtesy of Dr J. Healy.)](ci06003306){#F6}

![Improved detection of small metastases with optimised SPIO-enhanced T2w GRE imaging. In a patient with colorectal metastases and a fatty liver, right and left lobe lesions (arrows) are well seen on HASTE (a) and IPT1w (b) images. The lesions are isointense against the reduced signal of the adjacent fatty liver on OPT1w (c). Additional small metastases (arrows) not seen on (a--c) are clearly seen on SPIO-enhanced T2w GRE images (d) acquired with a 6 mm slice thickness and fat suppression.](ci06003307){#F7}

![Value of dynamic high-resolution T1w imaging with ferucarbotran for depicting small metastases. Multiple small metastases (many not visible on unenhanced images) are highly conspicuous on 3D FS T1w GRE imaging (effective slice thickness 2.5 mm) obtained 45 s after bolus injection of ferucarbotran ((a) and (b)). Note the relatively weak T1 effect resulting in isointensity of the background liver and vessels. The lesions are also well seen on corresponding T2w GRE images (c--e) obtained 10 minutes after (a) and (b).](ci06003308){#F8}
